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ABSTRACT
Most of the problems in Multi-agent system are how to coordinate the agents so
that they can work together optimally. The robots in decentralized system that work in the
same workspace have to work optimally and coordinately. Since the workspace can
change unpredictably, the robots have to find the free path, which is supposed to be the
optimally one. They have to consider the other robots in order to avoid the collision and
obstruction.
When many robots move in the same workspace, it is necessary to select the
reasonable collision-free path so that the robots can avoid the collision, and minimal the
costs, which are distance, time, and energy. One solution to minimize these costs is to
construct a motion planning. To construct a motion planning, robots have to know about
their working environment so that they can exchange their information with others. Each
robot has to build a motion planning for its own, they might have to consider about their
tasks, the free path, the location of itself and others. Anyway in many cases, the
obstruction cannot be avoided.
The major problem in construction the plan is how to find a collision-free path
from a starting point to the destination and how to maintain the corporation level with
their teammate agents. This thesis will use the graph for searching collision-free path, and
create a motion corporation plan.
This thesis will introduce a new task and path planning in decentralized multi-agents
system using Link-up graph technique. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new
strategy of coordinate, and optimize the cost in multi-agent system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Since the genesis of the study of artificial intelligent (AI), AI researchers have found that

game playing is a ferti1e area for exploring and expending capabilities of machines in
problems solving p6). Recently, the researchers have begun to focus on learning the

multi-agent system, where the agents in the system cooperate to achieve some goal.
Nonnally the task in this system is sufficient complexity that no single agent can do it
alone. To study multi-agent system is to study a distributed AI, which focuses on the
behavior development of a group learning. The main problems in multi-agent involve in
many areas in Al including planning problems, decision-making, and cooperation.
Soccer is a globally known sport, which recently has received much attention from the
researchers and become a standard problem for robotics, and multi-agent systems. After
the win of computers over the world chess champion Gary Kasparov, soccer ~ame has
been chosen as a new challenge and a new exciting theoretical and technological
direction for AI research community [4). To study on human intelligence, soccer has
been used as a test bench for evaluating multi-agent system and cooperative behavior.

Soccer is a sport in which soccer players in the same team have to play cooperatively

within a team in oroer to win the game. To develop a cooperative behavior of soccer
players requires many complex algorithms to carry out the optimal strategies and
decision-making that forces the state of the game into the best state for the team.

One more factor that makes soccer more complex is the environment. In the game of
soccer, the environment can change rapidly in real-time, and is unpredictable. To play in
such an environment, each soccer player must have an ability to plan reactively to the
changes of the environment in real-time.
With these characteristics, simulating and dealing with such behavior is a significant
challenge for computer science.

1.2 latrodaction

Robot Soccer has been a challenging research domain for researchers from different areas
in artificial intelligent and robotics for many years. The robot world cup soccer game and
conference (RoboCup) is the competition that uses soccer game as a standard problem to
promote a full investigation and research on artificial intelligent. RoboCup can be
classified into 2 main leagues that are the robot league and simulator league. This thesis
concentrates only on the simulator league by creating Soccer Manager, a simulated
soccer to study multi agent learning. Soccer Manager simulated a game of soccer in
three-dimension environments that aJJow a soccer balJ to travel in the air, With threedimensioo environment, it will increase a complexity of the soccer game, and make a
decision making of soccer players even more complicated compared to the twodimension environment.

Soccer players in the same team must share a common ~oal (global goal) that is to win
the game. However, each of them also has an individual goal (local goal) depending on
the role of play. Since the environment in the game of soccer can be changed in real-time

2
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and is unpredictable, the local goal of soccer players may have to be changed during the
game. Soccer players change their local goal just to adapt themselves to play
cooperatively with their teammate and achieve their final goal. To play in such a complex
environment, the soccer players have to plan reactively in real time; each of them must
have an ability to carry out the plans, and maintain the teamwork at the same time.
Planning can keep soccer players work corporately, however to construct plans that can

be changed in real-time requires complex mechanisms. To create a plan that keeps soccer
players play soccer cooperatively within a team, a Link-up graph (LUG) algorithm has
been proposed. The idea of Link-up graph is to link the soccer players in the same team

by using lines to represent the connections between soccer players. These lines can
descnl>e the cooperative level of soccer players in the same team, and are used to create a
link-up play strategy.
Link-up graph can be separated into two main categories, which are a direct link-up and
indirect link-up. Direct link-up will be used to connect the soccer players in the same
team directly in case there is no obstacle that blocked the path between two players.
Indirect link-up will be used to connect the soccer players in the case that the path
between two soccer players is blocked and cannot directly connect them. To avoid the
obstacle, indirect link-up will search for the collision free spaces between these two
players and try to locate the location of linking node. This linking node will then be used
to connect these two soccer players together. Link-up graph can be applied to the soccer
players in the same team either when they take control of the ball or without the ball.
Soccer player can use link-up graph algorithm to construct a passing plan, shooting plan,
de.tending plan, finding a collision-free space, and supporting teammate with the ball.

3

This thesis focuses on real-time planning and decision-making of soccer agents that work
cooperatively toward the plan in dynamic environment using Link-up graph algorithm.
To demonstrate the potential of Link-up graph, it's going to be tested against ATTCMUnited-2000 [I, 6, 7, 8, 10] by reporting the experiment that used the system to
compare the performance.

1.3 Problem Definition

The main problems in the game of soccer can be classified as follow:

•

Environment: Soccer game has the feature of dynamic environment, and realtirne computing, which makes the game change very quickly, and unpredictably.
In the game of soccer, the soccer players require complex mechanisms to respond

to the changes of the surrounding environment in real-time.

•

Cooperation: To win the game, soccer players have to maintain the teamwork.
Soccer players must evaluate not only their own situation but also their teammate
players. To do that, the soccer players must have an ability to plan ahead so that

they can change the strategies in real-time.

•

Adaptability: Soccer player use plans to maintain their motion coordination

toward their goals. Since 1he environment in soccer game can be changed
dynamically real-time, and unpredictably, the plans used in this system have to be

4
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flexible enough to change in real-time. Due to the change of plan, soccer players
must have an ability to observe and evaluate the changed, then adapt themselves
toward their final goal.

•

Decision Making: The decision making of the soccer players is very important.

To win the game. the soccer players have to evaluate the whole situations and
seleci. an action to react to the current situation. Since the environment can be
changed rapidly, there are many times when the soccer players have to make a
critical decision to get out of the dangerous state. They have to make a decision
whether when and where to shoot goal, to pass the ball, and to move. Not only the
player with the ball makes a decision, the player without the ball also has to make
a decision in order to support the player with the ball. All of them have to move
coordinately toward the plans, and support each other to achieve the final goal.

Soccer game has the feature of dynamic environment, and real-time computing, which
make 1he game change very quickly. To play a game of soccer, all soccer players of the
same team have to help each other and play cooperatively within a team. The soccer
players in the same team will share a common goal that is to win the game, however to
avoid the competition between the players in the same team, each of them also has its
own goal (local goal) depending directly on the role play and the situation. These goals
can be changed during the game due to the changes of environment. Soccer player can

decompose its goal into a set of independent sub-goals (sub-tasks). These sub-goals will
partial his work into a set of actions used to construct a plan.

5

Defining a goal and decomposing it into sub-goals is complex and significant because
soccer players have to maintain the collaborative behavior and complete its goal at the
same time.
Since the environment can be changed rapidly in real-time and unpredictably, this makes
it hard to construct a plan. The plan that can apply to such an environment has to be

flexible, so that it can be changed and adjusted in real-time.
In a soccer game, teamwork of soccer players in the same team is crucial. In order to

raise the team perfonnance and react to the changes of the environment, soccer players
require a complex mechanism that can predict and evaluate the situation to achieve the

collaborative behavior. To achieve the collaborative behavior, action selection and the
movements of the players are very important. The player with the ball is more likely to be
the one who controls the game by selecting an action toward the plan. However, the

action selection of the player without the ball could be even more crucial for the soccer
team. The duties of the players without the ball including; finding the collision free space

to support the player with the ball, balancing the defensive and offensive strategy toward

their plan, and maintaining the cooperative team status.
The problems described above can be solved by building adaptive mechanisms for
dynamic multi-agent sysrems involved planning and action selection. With all the above

characteristics, simulating and dealing with such behavior is a significant and challenging
for compu1er science.

6

1.4 Goal

The major contribution of this thesis is to construct the move and pass planning that can
be changed in real-time, and the action selection (decision making) of distributed soccer

player to achieve collaborative behavior in dynamic workspace. To maintain the
coopetation, each soccer player uses link-up graph (LUG) algorithm to construct an

individual plan of play by observing its teammates. The plans using LUG include passing
and shooting plans. This thesis has proposed LUG algorithm to maintain collaborative
behavior of soccer players in the same team, and then evaluate the team efficiency
againstATI-CMUnited-2000.

1.5 Limitation

The scopes and limitations of this thesis are as follow:

•

This thesis focuses on decision making of the soccer players, and the efficiency

of passing and shooting algorithms of ATI-CMUnited-2000 compared with
Link-up play graph.
•

The experiment results only report on the team that test against ATT-CMUnited2000.

•

The potential of the soccer teams are tested using Soccer Manager to simulate the

game of soccer. All rules of the game are following the Soccer Manager
simulator (see 3.2).

7

•

This thesis deals only with the simulated soccer.

1.6 Relate Work

The contnl>ution of robotic soccer has been done in many areas. Most of the problems

concerning robotic soccer are multi-agent collaboration, action selection, and real-time
planning. One of the great deals of work in field of robotic soccer is by Peter Stone, and

David McAllester [2], their work is to present the key element behind ATT-CMUnited2000. ATT-CMUnited-2000 is a' robotic soccer team based on the forerunner teams

CMUnited-99, CMUnited-98 [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], which are their previous work. The keys
architecture of the system includes option-evaluation, leading pass, and the algorithm to
compute the interception time.

The most similar work is by Patrick Riley and Manuela Veloso [2, 14] have used Simple
Temporal Network (STN) [12] to construct a team plans. STN is used to represent team

plans as coordinated movements among the multiple agents. A plan is composed of a list

of roles~ and the execution of each role must be finished within the time schedule
otherwise the plan will be detected as a failure. The limit of their work on is that, they

only apply the plan using STN to be used in set play situation. This means that, the plan
cannot be adapted and changed in real-time.

8
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CHAPTER2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 MAKLINK Graph

Habib and Asama [3] proposed the MAK.LINK graph to construct a path planning. The
MAK.LINK graph is based on a free-link concept to locate an available free space
between the obstacles in the static map. A line between two corners of the polygons

represents the free spaces, or one is a polygonal corner and another one is a point in a
working boundary. These lines should not intersect with any edges of the obstructions. A
coonection among the corners of the same obstacle is also the edge between two adjacent
free-convex areas. The boundary of each free-convex area constructed will have at least
two tree links as a part of its total number of edges. Each midpoint of each free-link is

used as a node in the sraph (Figure 2-1 ). The midpoints in the same free-convex area are
connected to represent links in the graph. Free convex in the graph is used as a public
resource that each mobile robot can enter.

Figure 2-1. Assigning nodes for path planning
9
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Distributed Multi-level Adaptation for Dynamic Multi-Agent Systems (MADAM) [4] is

based on action selection of distributed multi-agent robotic system. To react to the change
of the world, MADAM proposed three adaptation levels; global, middle, and local, which
allows agent to have both conscious and unconscious adaptive behaviors.
Conscious adaptation of an agent is characterized by the changes in agent plan, which an
agent intently makes by himself. Unconscious adaptation is the reactions, which
automatically come out to reply specific perilous situations.
The conscious adaptation is the state where agent is free to make decision on which

action he chooses to perform. In this state the agent makes his decision depending on his
plan and his thinking engine toward his final goal. The purpose of unconscious adaptation
is only to protect the agent to get out of the critical state; it does not include any
consideration about the final goal.

10
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The adaptation system in Multi-level Adaptation Mechanism (MADAM) can be
categorized into 3 levels; global, middle, and local.

•

Global level, the agents are adaptive while aiming to the final goal. In this state
the agent witl have longer time to setup a long-term goal.

•

Middle level, the agents are adaptive while ensuring a successful execution of the
planned action. In this state the actions they perform would not lead them into the
dangerous states.

•

Local level, the agents are adaptive while keeping themselves out of dangerous
situations. In this state the agent only has a short period of time to make decision
and choose action. Since the time is critical, he will setup a short-term goal to get
out of the current situation.

The scope of these three adaptations level is shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3. The scopes of three adaptation levels regarding time and space

11

The uses of three level adaptations mechanism is to help each agent to construct his
short-tenn goal to be survived in any circumstance, while at the same time aiming at a
long-tenn goal to fulfill a plan, and cooperating with other teammate-agents.

2.3 ATT-CMUnited-2000

Peter Stone and David McAllester [I] have worked on action selection of robotic soccer
by

presentin~

ATT-CMUnited-2000. ATT-CMUnited-2000 is base on CMUnited-99,

which is a champion of 1999 RoboCup robotic soccer simulator league. With four new
innovations, ATT-CMUnited-2000 can score an average of 8 goals per opponent goal.
The first innovation is option-evaluation architecture for controlling the player with the
ball. In this architecture the options includes shooting and passing. The option is being
selected by calculating the probability. The second innovation is the leading pass ability
that can pass the ball at an oblique angle to the intended receiver. The third innovation is
to compute the interception time for a safe pass. The forth innovation is the use of force
fields to control the motion of players not with the ball. These four algorithms can be

described as follow;

2.3.1

Architecture for Action Selection

An action of soccer player is an option that can be scored (evaluated) and executed.

When the player controls the ball, there are many options that he can choose to
perfonn, at this point he will consider many options and execute the option with

12
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highest score. The idea of this architecture is simply to select the action of the player
that takes control of the ball by selecting an action with highest score to react to the
changes of the environment. Therefore, it is important that the scores be comparable.
The score of each option is the expected reward in the sense of reinforcement
learning. In ATT-CMUnited-2000, the score of passing and shooting options are
computed by using probability that the options are complete successfully.

Pass options

ATT -CMUnited-2000 considers passing the ball in arbitrary direction and
velocity. By default ATT-CMUnited-2000 considers passing the ball at discreet
angle increments 4% by default and speed increments 0.2 m/sec by default.
Before passing the ball ATT-CMUnited-2000 will determine whether which
teammate or opponent would be quickest to intercept the ball.
Let

~

be the minimal time it would take a teammate to intercept a passing ball,

and let Io be the corresponding time for opponents. The formula for computing the
probability that the pass succeeds is the following:

p s:::: if"'(lt <5 Io •. 9 ,0)

That is, the larger the margin between the teammate's and the opponent's
interception times, the higher the probability of success for the pass.

13

Shot options

CMUnited-99 [6] makes shooting decision by using a so called "optimal goalie".
To decide whether to shoot, the agent first identifies the best shot target by
considering two sides of the goal. The agent will consider the lines from the ball
to every possible shot targets. At this point the agent will predict the goalie
reaction by using the following factors;

•

Blocking Point: The point on the ball path for which an optimal goalie

heads.
•

Ball-to-goalie-cycles: The number of cycles for the ball to get to the

blocking point.
•

Goalie-to-ball-cycles: The number of cycles for the goalie to get to the

blocking point.
•

Shot-margin: Ball-to-goalie-cycles-goalie-to-ball-cycles.

•

Better-shot (k): Whether teammate k has a better shot than the agent with

the ball, as judged by shot-margin.

The short margin is used to measure the quality of the shot. The smaller the value
of shot-margin, the more difficult it will be for the goalie to stop the shot. The
agent with the ball will use shot margin to make a decision whether to shot or to
pass the ball to his teammate. If his teammate has a much better shot, then the
predicate better-shot (k) will be true. This will tend to make an agent pass the ball.

14
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However, it takes some time in passing, during this time the world will change
and the receiving agent may decide to pass the ball to other

a~ent.

This could

cause the passing loop where no agent shoots the ball. To avoid the passing loop,
the agent with the ball will check two conditions. First the agents will only pass to
a teammate who has a better-shot if considering the current state of the world and
the goalie cannot stop the shot. Second the time deference between passing and
receiving agents must be grater than some threshold (5 in CMUnited-99).

In ATT-CMUnited-2000 the player with the ball must consider the possibility of
shooting, particularly when it is near the opponent's goal. A separated option is
needed for this action due to the fact that the value of Ps does not depend on the
teammates being able to intercept the ball. It only relates to whether an opponent
can intercept
- the ball before it reaches the goal. If IP. is off the field (i.e. the ball
would have to enter the goal to ~et to Ip), then let d = 0. Otherwise, let d to be the
distance from Ip to the opponent's goal. Then the success probability Ps is

calculate(i a~ folJows.

Ps= l -Max(O,Min(l,(d+lY2))

The closer the opponent's interception point is to the goal, the higher the
probability that a goal will be scored. If the opponent only can intercept the ball
once it is in the goal, then Ps = 1.

15

The player can calculate several shoot options, each representing the shoot to
different parts of the goal.

Dribble Options

A player might consider dribbling the ball rather than passing it. The dribbling
can be considered as a pass with low velocity so that the passer is always the
receiver,

Hold-ball Options

A player can consider standing still with the ball, just keeping it from the

opponents and waiting for a passing opportunity to develop.

Clear Options

The clear option is often used in the defensive zone. Clear option is simply to kick
the ball away from the goal such that the opponents can't get it without any
consideration for whether a teammate can receive the ball.

Send Ball Options

16

Similar to clear option, except that the goal is to get the ball into the opponent's
zone (typically toward a comer) rather than away from one's own goal.

Cross Options

Crossing option is to kick the ball hard across the front of the goal. Even-though
the pass option might evaluate this option unfavorably if several opponents are
nearby, the fact that the ball ends up bouncing around in front of the goal can
often lead to unpredictable, effective shoot.

Players Without the Ball

An effective mechanism for the teammates positioning when not in possession of
the ball is crucial for the soccer team. Defensive and offensive must be balanced
so that the decision and the movement of the player with out the ball are very
important. The positioning of the teammates with out the ball is also having an
effect on the keepaway task described in section 2.3.4.
In ATI-CMUnited-2000 the goal is often scored by crossing the ball across the
front of the goal to the players in the center, at least two supporting offenders
move directly to the front of the goal. Whenever the teammate gets possession of
the ball near an offensive comer of the field, the rest of these offensive players
move according to a force-field-based supporting-ball behavior.

17
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2.3.2 Computing Interception Time

To evaluate pass options, ATT-CMUnited-2000 computes interception time of the
moving ball by assuming that the player can move at a fixed velocity. Once the player
kick the ball; the ball direction and initial velocity will be used to compute so that the
travel time of the ball is least than the time required for the opponent players to reach
the ball.
To compute an interception time, ATT-CMUnited-2000 assumes that time is
continuous and that the agent moves at a fixed velocity VR. For an arbitrary ball
position Bo, initial velocity Vo and receiver position Ro. Define the interception time

!(Bo, Vo, Ro) to be the least time require for the receiver to reach the ball. Assume that
the agent starts moving immediately and that the ball continues in its current direction
with instantaneous velocity after time t from the initial position given by V = Voe-r1r.
The receiver velocity Vr is taken to be the maximum player velocity in the simulator.
The velocity decay parameter r is adjusted to match at the discrete simulator times.
To calculate !(Bo, Vo, Ro), the position of the ball after time t, which denote by P(t)
can be written as fo1lows.

P(t) =Bo+ Vor(l-e-'1?

2.3.3

(1)

Breakaway

Shooting and passing at the proper time is particularly important on breakaway [9].
The breakaway is built upon several predicates:

18

Teammate

e

Defender

Figure 2-4. The breakaway cone.

•

Controlling-teammate: Which teammate (if any) is currently controlling the

ball? "Control'' is judged by whether the ball is within the kickable area of a
player.

•

Controlling-opponent: which opponent (if any) currently is controlling the

ball,

•

Opponents-in-breakaway-cone: The breakaway cone is shown in Figure 2-4.

The cone has its vertex at the player with the ball and extends to the
opponents goal posts.

19

•

Teammates-in-breakaway-cone: The same as the previous definition, but for
the other side of the field. This is used when judging whether the opponents
currently have a breakaway.

•

Our-breakaway:= (controlling-teammate =t:. None) A (controlling-opponent=
None) A {opponents-in-breakaway-cone~ l)

•

Their-breakaway:= {controlling-opponent =t:. None) A (controlling-teammate
=None) A

(teammates-in-breakaway-cone~

1)

When the breakaway is true, the agent might start dribbling the ball toward the
opponent's goal. It continues to do so until decides to shoot. The decision of when
to stop dribbling in order to shoot is the key decision when on the breakaway [9].

Offensive Breakaway

When to shoot is one of the most important decisions the agent makes. If the
agent shoots too early, the goalie will have plenty of time to stop the ball. If the
agent shoots too late, then the goalie may have time to get the ball before the kick
is complete. Section 2 .3 .I and 2 .3 .4 will describe architecture in which ATT CMUnited-2000 used to handle the shooting decision.
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Defensive Breakaway

Given an effective offense on breakaways, it is a significant challenge to respond
effectively on defense. Running straight for the ball is ineffective since the striker
keeps moving with the ball. Before trying to get the ball, the defenders must run
past both the striker and the ball in order to get in better position. Since the striker
has to spend sometime controlling the ball, it is possible for the defender to catch
up and defense. However, problems occur for several reasons.

•

It is easy to lose sight of the striker and the ball while running.

•

Noise may cause the decision about whether an opponent has a breakaway
to oscillate.

•

Ordinarily, the fastest defender to the ball uses regular ball interception
and the second fastest runs past the player. However, during the
breakaway, these roles switch between the two players often, causing
oscillation. Any sort of oscillation is usually bad because the agents will
waste time by turning constantly or dashing toward the wrong sport.

The CMUnited-99 solves these problems in two ways. Firstly each agent remembers
if it was in running-past mode on the last cycle. If it was then the agent biases the
point for which it was aiming, so that it can continue to run at that point. Otherwise,
the target point for which the agent is aiming can oscillate, causing the agent to tum
more often, and therefore take longer to get to the correct point. Secondly, when
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opponents have a breakaway, both the fastest and second fastest player to the ball run
past the player rather than either one goes for the ball directly. When the players have
run sufficiently past the opponent, they will get into the breakaway cone (see Figure
2-4) and the opponent will no longer have a breakaway. At that point, the player
reverts to the nonnal defensive mode.

2.3.4 Force Field Control

Force field is the method for controlling players who don't have procession of the
ball. While the team is in control of the ball, the teammates who do not have the ball
move in the direction that specified by controlling "force field".
The force field used in CMUnited-2000 was developed for a simplified "keepway"
game. There are two reasons for developing these fields for the simplified game. First
it is much easier to measure perfonnance in a keepaway game than in the full game.
Second a team that can hold the ball for extensive periods of time close to the
opponent's goal is most likely to have more scoring opportunities.
The results on the keepaway task show the motion of players supporting the ball and
it has an important effect on overall perfonnance.

The Keepaway Task

In the keepaway task, there is a distinguished offensive team and distinguished
defensive team. The game is played in series of "trials". At the beginning of a
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trial, the ball is placed next to the most open offensive player. The trial lasts until
a defensive player gains control of the ball; the ball is passed in the way that
violates the offside rule, or the goes out of bound.
A first objective for the offensive team is to hold the ball for as long as possible.

A second objective is to move the ball as far downfield as possible.
When CMUnited-99 gains possession of the ball, it simply holds the ball in order
to end the trial rather than trying to pass and score. In the tournament CMUnited-

99 team can use keepaway task to take the ball away from the offensive team.

The Basic Keepaway Program

The basic keepaway is built based on CMUnited-99 agents' skills [6] as a basis.
The skills include the following:

•

HoldBallO: Remain stationary while keeping possession of the ball in the
position that is as far away from the opponent as possible.

•

PassBall(t): Kick the ball directly towards teammate t.

•

GoToBallO: Intercept a moving ball or move directly towards a stationary
ball.

In each of the keepaway programs described here, each offensive player is always
in one of the three modes: "with-ball", "going-to-ball", or "supporting-ball".
Since each player must decide separately what mode he is in, the with ball player
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either executes HoldBallO or PassBallQ. When the pass is kicked, the receiver is
the player who can reach the ball the soonest and automatically goes into goingto-ball mode.
The moments of the supporting-ball players are controlled by force fields; each
supporting-ball player moves in the direction of a sum of vector fields. Players are
kept in bounds with a field that repels the players from out of bounds lines. This
bound-repellent fields becomes infinitely strong as a player approaches an out-ofbounds lines. More specifically, the bounds-repellent field is defined as follows
where Bx and By are the x and y coordinates of the field, x and y are the player's
current x and y coordinates, and Xm;n. x111(U, Ymin• and Ymax define the in-bounds
region.

Bx= 5/(X-Xm;n)-5/(Xmax-X)
By= S/(y-ym;n)-5/(ymax•Y)

In general, the given field will tend to dominate others fields if it has a magnitude
large compared to I. The constant 5 in the above equation causes the out-ofbound field to become strong if a player is within 5 meters from the edge of the
playing field.
There is also an offside-repelling field that operates to keep the players onsides.
This offside-repellent field acts only on the x coordinate of the player is defined as
follow where Ox is the x coordinate of the force field and Xoff is the x coordinate of
the offside line.
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If the player is significantly less than five meters from the offside line then the
force field pushes the player away with a force of five. If the player is
significantly more than five meters from the offside line then the force field is
negligible.
In addition to the bounds-repellent and offside-repellent force fields, there are
force fields between players. For a given offensive player there is a strategic interplayer force due to teammate i, and

ui is the unit vector pointing to the direction

to teammate i (all from the perspective of a player calculating forces on itself due
to it teammates)

S; = [(d; = 10 20)-2(d; ~ 10 20)] U;
(x =o y) =ea
a=

-(x-y)21s2

This is a limited range force field; the strategic force is negligible when
significantly further away than 20 meters. The strategic force is attractive between
players slightly more than 20 meters apart and repulsive for players closer than 20
meters apart. Note that S; is a continuous function of d; and U;.
Players near the ball are influenced by two tactical inter-player force fields. The
first, T; is a purely repulsive force between the offensive players. The second
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tactic tactical force field, the get-clear force, denoted C, pushes a potential
receiver away from the defenders. The force T; is defined as follows where again
di is the distance to teammate i and U; is the unit vector in the direction of
teammate i.

T; = i( (d; :$3 8, -5, 0) U;

Note that T; is again a continuous function of d; and U;. The get-clear force is
calculated by first selecting a "key defender"; the defensive player is most likely
to intercept a pass from the current ball position. The get-clear force is in the
direction orthogonal to the line from the ball to the key defender. The strength of
the force is governed by an estimate of the probability that the key defender
would actually intercept the pass.
The strategic forces apply to players far from the ball and the tactical forces apply
to players near the ball. The shift from "near" to "far" is done smoothly. The
overall force on a supporting-ball player, denoted Fis defined as follows where S
is the sum over teammates i of T; and db is the distance of the player from the ball.

The components of Fare illustrated in Figure 2-5.
A supporting-ball player always tries to run, as fast as possible, in the direction of
the combined force F. If it is not currently facing in a direction sufficiently near
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the direction of F then the player turns forward the direction of F. it turns out that
when Fis smaller its direction changes more rapidly and the player spends more
time turning and less time running.

B

•

Teammate

()

Opponent

Figure 2-5. The component forces ofF.

2.3.5 Locker Room Agreement

The team sets the locker-room agreement when it is able to privately synchronize. In
soccer domain, certain situation occurs repeatedly [2, 10]. For example, the kick off,
comer kick, goal kick, or throw in situation. Locker-room agreement is a fixed plan in
which the players know how to execute the appropriate set play. Associated with each
set-play-role is not only a location, but also the behavior. The player given role might
pass to the player filling another role, shoot at goal, or kick the ball to some other
location.
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2.3.6

Agent Coordination

The CMUnited-98 use several complex coordination mechanisms, including reactive
behavior modes, pre-compile multi-agent plans and strategies, a flexible teamwork
structure, a novel anticipatory offensive positioning scheme, and a sophisticated
communication paradigm.

Behavior Mode

A player behavior mode is a top-level behavior decision implemented as a rulebased system. The behavior mode will determine the abstract behavior that the
player should execute. On each action cycle, the behavior mode for the set of
states that the player can execute will be selected by using decision mechanism.
These behavior modes are:

•

Localize: Find own field location if it's unknown.

•

Face Ball: Find the ball and look at it.

•

Handle Ball: Used when the ball is kickable.

•

Active Offense: Go to ball as quickly as possible. Used when no
teammate could get there more quickly.

•

Auxiliary Offense: Get open for a pass. Used when a nearby teammate
has the ball.
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•

Passive Offense: Move to a position likely to be useful offensively in the
future.

•

Active Defense: Go to the ball even though another teammate is already
going. Used in the defensive end of the field.

•

Auxiliary Defense: Mark an opponent.

•

Passive Defense: Track an opponent or go to a position likely to be used
defensively in the future.

Roles, Formation, and Set-Plays

The agent except the goalie can freely switch roles as time progresses. Each role
specifies the behavior of the agent filling the role, both in tenns of positioning on
the field and in tenn of behavior mode that should be considered. The fonnation
is a collection of roles that defines independently from the agent. The fonnation in
CMUnited-98 can dynamically switch during the game. CMUnited-98 will select
only 3 difference fonnation: those are 4-3-3, 3-3-4, and 5-3-2.
As a part of the locker-room agreement, the team can also define multi-step multiagent plans, or set-play to be executed at appropriate times.

Strategic Positioning by Attraction and Repulsion (SP AR)
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Rather than associating fixed (x, y) coordinates with each position, an agent filling
a particular role was given a range of coordinates in which it could position itself
based on the ball position.
The idea of strategic position by attraction and reputation (SPAR) is one of the
novel contributions of the CMUnited-98 software [8]. When positioning itself
using SPAR, the agent uses a multi-objective function with attraction and
reputation points subject to several constraints. Team relates to the position, or
role, that the passive agent is playing relative to the position of the ball. The agent
only considers locations that within one of the four rectangles, illustrated in
Figure 2-6: the one closest to the home position of the position that it is currently
playing. The constraint helps ensure that the player with the ball will have several
different passing options in different parts of the field. In addition, players don't
need to consider moving too far from their positions to support ball.

l

0

•
2

3

• Ball

Figure 2-6. The four possible rectangles, each with one comer at the ball's
location, considered for positioning by simulator agents when using SPAR.
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Since this position-based constraint already encourages players to stay near the
ball. In addition to this first constraint, the agents observe three addition
constraints. In total. the constraints in the simulator team are:

•

Stay in an area near home position;

•

Stay within the field boundaries;

•

Avoid being in an offside position;

•

Stay in a position in which it would be possible to receive the pass;

The last constraint is evaluated by checking that there are no opponents in a cone
with vertex at the ball and extending to the point in consideration.
Using this SPAR algorithm, agents are able to anticipate the collaborative needs
for their teammates by positioning themselves in such a way that the player with
the ball would have several useful passing options.

Communication

A message is used to communicate between the agents in the simulator. The
communication range is limited so that the agents that stay too far from the
speaker might not be able to receive the message. Nonetheless, when the message
does get through, it can help distribute information about the state of the world as
well as helping to facilitate team coordination. Information regarding
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position, and teammate roles are all given along with the confidence values
associated with this data. All teammates hearing the message can then use the
infonnation to augment their visual state infonnation.
The principle function uses of communication are:

•

To ensure that all participants in a set play are ready to execute the multistep plan.

•

To assign defensive marks. The captain of the defender unit (The goalie in
most fonnations) detennines which defenders should mark or track which
opponent forwards. The captain then communicates this infonnation
periodically until receiving a confinnation message.

Ball Handling

Ball handling decision is used when the agent takes control of the hall. The

decision made at this state is more crucial in which the decision it chooses will
effect the future options of teammates and opponents.
In presenting the agent decision-making process, the agent will consider the
following factors:

•

Distance-to-their goal: The distance to the opponent goal.

•

Distance-to-our-goal: The distance to own goal.
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•

Opponent-in-front-of-goal: The number of opponents (including the
goalie) in the breakaway cone (Figure 2-4).

•

Closet-opponent: The distance to the closet opponent.

•

Closer-to-goal (k): Whether teammate k is closer to the opponent's goal
than the agent with the ball.

•

Can-Shoot: Whether distance-to-their-goal < 25 and (opponent-in-frontof-goal ~ I and shoot-margin::::; 6).

•

Can-Shoot (k): Same as above but from teammate k's position.

•

Congestion:= Lopponents l/(distance-to-opponent}2

•

Congestion (k): Same as above but from teammate k's position.

•

Can-dribble-to (x): No defender is nearby or in a cone extendin.$ toward

pointx.

Following is a roughly sketched of the decision-making process without all of the
parametric details.

•

If3r ePR s.t. better-shot (r): pass tor

•

If our-breakaway: execute special-purpose breakaway code (see 2.3.3).

•

If (distance-to-their-goal < 17 and opponents-in-front-of-goal ~ I) or shot
margin ~ 3 shot on goal.

•

At the other extreme, if distance-to-our-goal < 25 or closest-opponent <
10: clear the ball (kick it towards sidelines at midfield and not towards an
opponent).
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•

If 3r ePR s.t. closer-to-goal (r) and can-shoot (r) 5 congestion (even if
unable to shoot): pass to r.

•

Tf close to a corner of the field (within a gray or black area in Figure 2-7)
then cross the ball as follows:
o If very near the base line or the comer (in the black area): kick the
ball across the field (to "cross target"), even if no teammate is
present ("cross it").
o

If able to dribble towards the baseline: dribble towards the baseline
(for a later cross).

o If able to dribble towards the comer; dribble towards the comer.
o

Otherwise, cross it.

Figure 2-7. The "cross" behavior. When within the black areas, the agent kicks the ball to
the "cross target" on the opposite side of the field. When within the gray areas, it tries to
dribble on the base line, or the closer corner. If that's not possible due to the opponent
positions, it kicks the ball to the cross target on the opposite side of the field.

•

If can-shoot: shoot.
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•

Can-dribble-to (one of the comer flags): dribble towards the comer flag.

•

If approaching the line of the last opponent defender (the offside line):

send the ball (clear) past the defender.
•

lf3r ePR s.t. closer-to-goal (r) or congestion (r) ~congestion: pass tor.

•

No opponent is nearby: hold the ball (i.e. essentially do nothing and wait
for one of above conditions to fire)

•

lf3r ePR s.t. no opponent in within 10 or r: pass tor.

•

Otherwise: kick the ball away (clear).
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CHAPTER3

THE SlMJJLATOR

3.1 Soccer Server

Soccer Server [5] is a simulator of the game of soccer designed as test bench for
evaluating multi-agent systems and cooperative algorithm. Soccer Server has been
chosen as an official simulator tool for Robot Soccer World Cup (RoboCup) contest
in year 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000.
Using the soccer server, a team of players written in any kind of programming
environment with the facilities of UDP/IP socket communication and string
manipulation can play a match against another team (possibly written in another
programming language). A match using Soccer Server is controlled using a form of
client-server communication. Soccer Server provides a virtual soccer field and
simulates the movements of players and a ball. A client program provides the brain of
the soccer player by connecting to Soccer Server via computer network using a

UDP/IP socket. The communication between ~rv~r and client ii" in the fonn of ASCII
strings; therefore clients can be realized by any kind of programming language.

The three main modules iR soccer ~erver are:

•

A field simulator module: This calculates movements of objects and checks

for collisions on the field of play.
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•

A message board module: This module manages the communication
between the clientli and Soccer Server.

•

A referee module: This module ensures that the rules of the game are
followed.

3.1.1

Simulator Module: Motion of Objects

The soccer field and all objects on the simulator are 2 dimensional. This means the
ball cannot be kicked in the air and the players cannot use a skill like heading or
volleying. The size of the field measured in the notional internal equivalent of meters
is 105m x 68m. The width of the goal is 14.64m, which is double the size of the
ordinary goals this is because the 2 dimensional nature of the simulation makes
scoring more difficult.
Players and the ball in the simulator are treated as circles as can be seen in the screen
capture of Figure 3-1. Each object's movements are simulated one by one in the
following stepwise fashion:

•

If the object is a player, any changes in the player's velocity (or the velocity of

the ball) resulting from the command issued by the client.
•

The velocity of the o~ject is added to its position.

•

The o~ject's velocity decays at predetermined rate.
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Figure 3-1. Soccer Seiver screen shot.

Collisions are also simplified, if one object overlaps a second (that is two objects
collide with each other), the first object is moved back until there is no overlap, and
the velocity multiple by 0.1.
There also exist various landmarks, such as flags, lines, and goals. Since the players
are not given information about the absolute positions in the field, thus these fixed
objects are important reference point for the players.
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3.1.2

Message Board Module: Communication Protocol

The principle of Soccer Server is that each client controls just one player. The
communication between individual client is possible by sending the command to
server. The server can connect with up to 22 clients.
All communication between the server and each client is in form of ASCII strings.
The protocol of the communication consists of:

•

Control commands: messages sent from a client to the server to control
actions of the client's player. (see Table 3-1)

•

Seasor information: messages sent from the server to client describing the
current state of the game from the viewpoint of the client's player. (see Table
3-2)

The command representation is a compromise using a basic control commands such
as tum. dash. and kick.
The communication protocol provides a method for clients to communicate with each
other. The message is broadcast to all clients immediately as auditory information.
However not all players are guaranteed to hear this information, since there is a
maximum range of 50m.

(move X Y)
Move the player to the position (X, Y). This command is available only in the before-
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kick-off mode.
(turn Moment)
Change the direction of the player according to Moment. Moment should be -180 - 180.
The actual change of direction is reduced when the player is moving quickly.
(dash Power)
Increase the velocity of player in the direction it is fucing by power. Power should be -30
-100.
(kick Power Direction)
Kick the ball by Power to the Direction if the ball is near enough (the distance to the ball
is less than 10 + ball size + player size). Power should be -30 - 100, and Direction
should be-180- 180.
(say Message)
Broadcast Message to all players message is in formed immediately to clients as sensor
information in the (hear ... ) format described below Message must be a string whose
length is less than 512, and consists of alphanumeric characters and the symbols "+ - * I_

. ()".

Table 3-1. Control 9ommands.

(see Time Objlnfo Objlnfo ... )
Describes visual information time which indicates the current time. Objlnfo is
information about a visible object in the following format:
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(ObjName Distance Direction DistChng DirChng)
ObjName ::= (player Teammate UNum) I (goal Side) I (ball) I (flag [llclr] [tlb]) I (flag p
[llr] [tlclb]) I (line [llrltlb])

Where Distance and Direction are the relative distance and direction of the object
respectively, and DistChng and DirChng are respectively the radius and angle
components of change of the relative position of the object. If the object is not movable
DistChng and DirChng are omitted.
As the distance to another player becomes lager and larger, more and more information
about the player is lost. UN um is lost in the case of players further than a certain distance
and Teammate is lost from players who are very far, Vdirection is also lost when the
object is too far.
The client can select the frequency and the quality of this information.
(hear Time Direction Message)
Describes auditory information. Direction is the direction of the sender. In the case the
sender is the client itself, direction is 'self. Time indicates the current time. This message
is sent immediately when a client sends a (say Message) command.
Judgments of the referee are also broadcast using this form. In this case, Direction is
'referee'.

Table 3-2. Sensor information.
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I
3.1.3

Referee Module: Playing by the Rules

The referee module monitors the game, and regulates the flow of play by making a
number of decisions based on the rule of the game. The basic rules are:

•

When the ball is in goal, referee announces the goal to all clients, updates the
score, stop play, and move the ball back to the kick off mark.

•

When the ball goes out of the field of play the referee module announces the
decision whether it is a throw in or the comer kick. Then the referee stops
play, moves the ball to an appropriate restart position, and ensures that any
opposing players are at least 9.15m from the ball.

•

When the allowed game time for each half has been played, the server
announces 'time up' and again stops play.

•

Once play has been restarted after stoppage (by a successful kick command
from the appropriate team), the referee announces that play has been
recommenced.

•

At the kick offs, all players must be in their own half of the pitch.

•

When the play-mode is offside, all offending players are moved back to nonoffside position [11]. Offending players in this case are all players in the
offside area, and all players inside 9.15 meters from the ball.

•

When the play-mode is goal kick, all offend players are moved outside the
penalty area (11 ]. The offending players cannot re-enter the penalty area while
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the goal kick takes place. The play mode changes to play-on immediately after
the ball goes outside the penalty area.

3.2 Soccer Manager

To facilitate researches on the soccer domain we have been developing Soccer
Manager, a simulator of the game of soccer. Soccer Manager provides a virtual soccer
game in three-dimensional environments, and responsibility for the move and
collision detection of all objects by applying a basic rule of physic. The pmpose of
the simulator is to provide a test on multi-agent systems, and cooperative algorithm.
The main objects in this simulator compose of a soccer field, 2 soccer teams (Each
team contains 11 soccer players), and a soccer ball.

Figure 3-2. The screen shot of soccer manager simulator.
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3.2.1

Soccer Field Module
All objects in soccer field are all simulated and computed in three-dimensional.
Soccer field will provide a basic rule of physic, and collision detection to all
objects in the simulator. The soccer field will be surrounded with the unseen walls
to prevent the ball and soccer player to move beyond the field border. Once the
ball hit the field border (wall), it will bounce back into the field. The size of the
soccer field measured in the notional internal equivalent of meters isl lOm x 75m.
The soccer field can be divided into 21 zones. Figure 3-3 and Table 3-3 will show
the zone division in the soccer field.

'

Figure 3-3. Zone division in soccer field.
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Zone Number

Description

1,3, 7,9

Centering zone

2,8

Penalty box zone

2, 4, 8, 10

Long shot zone

5, 15, 18

Attacking zone

11, 17, 19

Defensive zone

12

Left side zone

13

Center zone

14.

Right side zone

20,21

Goal zone

Table 3-3. Zone division in soccer field.

3.2.2 Ball Module
The ball can move in three-dimensional, which means it can move into the air.
However, the ball cannot move across the soccer field border; it will bounce back
once it hits the soccer field border.

3.2.3 Soccer Team Module
A soccer team consists of 11 independently controlled autonomous agents. Soccer
team is used to setup the team strategy and the global goal for all soccer players in
the team.
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3.2.4

Soccer Player Module
Each soccer player in the simulator has different skills and roles of play,
depending on his assigned position. These positions can be classified into 4 main
types which are:
•

Attacker

•

Midfielder

•

Defender
•

Goalkeeper

Each type of player has different role of play (goal), which can be changed during
the game depending on the situation. However, they all share the common goal

that is to win the game, and to achieve that, they can selectively perform five
types

of action including passing, shooting, moving, interception, and

combination actions. Table 3-3 will list all 28 actions of each soccer player. Table
J-4 will show a list of player's action ID.

Action ID

Action Type

Description

With ball

1

Defensive Move

Tum to ball

No

2

Defensive Move

Blocking shoot

No

3

Defensive Move

Play zone defense

No

4

Defensive Move

Play man to man defense

No

5

Defensive Move

Marking opponent player

No

6

Defensive Move

Play defense type 1

No
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7

Defensive Move

Play defense type 2

No

8

Defensive Move

Play defense type 3

No

9

Attacking Move

Chase ball

Yes/No

10

Attacking Move

Finding space (Overlap run)

Yes/No

11

Attacking Move

Play attack type 1

Yes/No

12

Attacking Move

Play attack type 2

Yes/No

13

Attacking Move

Play attack type 3

Yes/No

14

Attacking Move

Dribble

Yes

15

Passing

Long pass

Yes

16

Passing

Short pass

Yes

17

Passing

Through pass

Yes

18

Passing

Centering

Yes

19

Passing

Heading

Yes/No

20

Shooting

Normal shoot

Yes

21

Shooting

Long shoot

Yes

22

Shooting

Loop shoot

Yes

23

Shooting

Volley shoot

Yes/No

24

Shooting

Heading

Yes/No

25

Shooting

Over head kick

Yes/No

26

Interception

Tackle

No

27

Interception

Sliding

No

28

Combination

Turning

Yes/No
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Table 3-4. Soccer player's action ID.

There are fourteen moving actions, which can be classified into eight defensive
moves, and six attacking moves. The combination action is the action that can be
used together with other types of action, however once the soccer player performs
one action together with combination action, the performance of that action can
be dropped or can cause the player to slow down.
All soccer players have 23 different skills. Individual skills of each soccer player
can be different. Table 3-5 will show soccer player's skills.

Skill

Skill Name

Description

Number

Attribute
Value

1

Accept Ball

Accept ball ability

1-20

2

Aggressive

How hard he plays when he tries

1-20

to win the ball

3

Attacking

How well he can perform when he

1-20

plays attack
4

Balance

Body balancing

1-20

5

Crossing

Crossing ball accuracy

1-20

6

Curve

Free kick and shooting ability

1-20

7

Defensive

How well he can perform when he

1-20

plays defense

8

Dribble ability

Dribble
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1-20

9

Heading

Heading accuracy

1-20

10

Long Shot

Long shot Ability

1-20

11

Marking

Man to man defense ability

1-20

12

Jumping

How good he is in the air

1-20

13

Pace

Running speed

1-20

14

Passing

Passing accuracy

1-20

15

Respond

How quick he can react to the

1-20

current situation (making
decision)
16

Shoot Accuracy

Shooting accuracy

1-20

17

Shoot Power

Shooting power

1-20

18

Sliding

Sliding ability

1-20

19

Strength

Body strength (Pushing ability)

1-20

20

Tackle

Tackle ability

1-20

21

Technique

Technique

1-20

22

Flair

Vision of the player

1-20

23

Consistence

Consistency of the player

1-20

Table 3-5. Soccer player's skills.

Soccer player has his own thinking engine, which is used to make decision by
selecting one action in order to react to the change of the environment and to
achieve his goal. All the calculations of the soccer players are done locally.
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Soccer player can describe his situation (current state) by correcting data from the

surrounding environment, including the changes of soccer field, teammates,
opponent players, the ball, and his current status.

3.2.5

Message Module
The message is being sent by a soccer player to tell his teammates about his
current status, his selected action, his position and the passing ball position. The
soccer players can selectively send a message to his teammate.
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CHAPTER4
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

4.1

Link-up Graph (LUG)

The link-up graph (LUG) is a technique to coordinate the agents in multi-agents system
to construct a moving coordination plan so that they can move cooperatively and
supportively between agents to reach their destination. With LUG technique, the agents
can adapt and change their moving plan in real time as the working environment
changed; this means LUG can be applied to work in dynamic workspace where the
surround environment can be changed unpredictably in real time. In dynamic
environment, it is important to locate the collision free paths so that the agents can reach
their destination and at the same time avoid the collision. Therefore, the main concept of
LUG is to construct and link a moving plan of each agent so that they can work
cooperatively in dynamic workspace.
To create LUG, the agents need to search for routes to reach their destination and routes
to reach their teammates. These routes must be collision free that guarantees if the agents
enter that path, they can reach the destination without any collision. To locate these paths,
the agents might need to calculate the interception time of all movable objects around
them in order to avoid the collision. Besides maintains the moving coordination among
the agents, it is important for them to locate the routes to their teammates so that they can
support each other during their way to destination. Once they can locate the routes to
'

'

their teammate, at this point they are linked together, and they may consider the route to
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their teammate as one of the alternative routes to their destination. The agents that stay
close to each other will exchange the information about the routes to their teammate and
begin to construct the map of their own and use the map to create a moving plan that
leads them to destination.
For each agent the followings are the procedures of how to crate LUG:
1. Search for his interception free area around him that guarantees he is the first to
reach.
2. Search for the collision free paths that lead to destination.
3. For each pair of teammate agents that stay close to each other, exchange the
information about the path's locations and the interception free area.
4. Use the information they have got to search for the paths to their teammate.
5. Use paths to destination and paths to their teammate to construct the map of their
own.
6. From that map, select the path that can lead them to destination by giving priority
to the path that can maintain the connection between the agents around them.

According to the procedure above, the moving plan will be spread all over the agents in
the same work space. As one agent changes his own plans, there will be no effect to the
rest as long as they can maintain the connection between each other. In the case that the
agents have lost connection with their teammate, they will have 2 choices. First is to run
back and try to maintain their connection. Second just go for the destination, this is based
on the assumption that they all have the same destination, therefore, if they continue
moving to the destination, they will be able to connect to each other later at some state.
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The idea of LUG is to create coordination graphs that connect all agents in the system
together. The paths that connect agents together can also be used as a passing plan in
Soccer kind of work. In that case, LUG can be applied to use as a motion planning and
pass planning of the agent.
In LUG, all agents in working area will be linked together via the connection nodes, and
the lines that connect them together are called "link-up lines". The link-up lines represent
the collision free paths from one agent to his destination. With these paths the agents can
contact to their teammate and support each other, they can also use it as a path that is
used to pass an item from one agent to another (see Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2). Each
link-up line contains the information about the distance, locations, and possible
interception time used to break the link. Since the environment in the working area can be
changed in real time, the information on link-up lines can used to calculate the danger of
the paths. This information is used to tell the agents to avoid the interception and
maintain their motion coordination plan. In short, LUG is the collection of these link-up
lines between all agents in the system.
The link-up line in LUG can be classified into direct link-up and indirect link-up. Direct
link-up will be created when the agent can be connected directly with out any obstruction
(see Figure 4-1). Indirect link-up will be created when there is an obstruction that blocks
the linking line between the two agents. In this case indirect link-up will be used to
connect these two agents via a linking node (see Figure 4-2).
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- - - ::: Direct link-UP line

Figure 4-1. Direct Link-UP graph.
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~----------.
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'

•
0

= Direct link-up line

=Agent

=Obstacle
(Opponent player)

0

------ =Indirect link-up

= Connection Point
(Passing location)

Figure 4-2. Indirect Link-up graph.

4.1.1

Direct link-up.

The direct link-up is simply created by searching for a collision free path that can be
drawn from one agent directly to another. This path must guarantee once the agent

moves along this path with constant speed; he will reach the destination without any
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collision. Since the obstacles in the working environment can change their location in
real time, therefore to find the collision free path it is important for both agents to
calculate the interception time of the movable obstacles in their working area. If there
is any obstacle that can intercept the link-up line just before both of them to reach that
interception point, both of them will note that this path is not a collision free path and
cannot use as a direct link-up. However, if one of them can reach that point just
before the interception takes place, in this case the connection between these two
agents are called one direction link where there is only one agent who can use that
path (see Figure 4-3a and Figure 4-3b)

a

b

Q=
Q=
•

0

Interception area of obstacle

Q

Interception area of the agent

II =

== Midpoint between obstacles

=Agent
Obstacle (Opponent)

------ = Link-up line (Collision free path)

= Connection point

Figure 4-3a. Direct link-up where both agent 2 and 3 can connect to each other.
Figure 4-3b. Direct link-up where only agent 2 can connect to agent 3.
(One Din:clion link).
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Note that interception area is the area where the agent or the obstacle guarantees to be
the first to reach any object that lies inside this area.
According to Figure 4-3, to locate lhe direction of the path, tbe use of MAKLlNK
graph (see section 2.1) can be used as an alternative way of how to locate the
collision free path. Here are the procedures for each agent to find the location of the
connection node using MAKLINK graph:

l. Search for the midpoint between each pair of obstacles in working area (using
MAKLINK graph).
2. Use that midpoint as a direction to locate the paths to destination and paths to

his teammates.
3. Calculate the interception time of each path, filter out all paths that intercept
with the obstacles and collect only the collision free paths that lead to the
destination or h.is teammates.
4. For each collision free path, calculate the shortest time of all possible
obstacles that can intercept this path, and then store only the shortest
interception time together with its interception point.
5. Compare the shortest time required for an agent to run across that interception
point with the interception time of the obstacle.
6. If the time required for an agent to cross that point is shorter than I.he
interception time, then mark that path as a collision free path.
7. Collect all collision free paths and locate the connection nodes that lie upon
these paths.
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Step l to step 3 is to find the collision paths using MAKLINK graph to compute the
midpoint of each pair of obstacles that lies between the two agents. However,

MA KLINK graph is just an alternative mechanism of how to locate the collision free
paths; it is not a requirement of LUG. As shown in Figure 4-4, using MAKLINK
graph, the midpoints of between 2 obstacles were used as a direction that leads to the
location of the connection node.
The LUG idea is all about how to locate the path to their destination and how to

.

locate the connection node in a dvnamic environment. Once an aeent can locate the
~

connection node, he wiJJ draw a link-up line from their current location to that node
and use it as a path. He will select the most suitable path to his goal and carry on his
work. To define which path is the most suitable path, here are the main factors of how
the agents select the path:

l. The minimum and maximum possible interception time of the link-up line
(path).
2. The connection node's location.
3. The number of their teammate agents that can connect to (support) the agent
during and after he reaches the destination.
4. The congestion of the path.

To choose the connection node location, the agents will consider only the paths that
have not interception with any obstacle (collision free paths). He may choose the path
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by considering the interception time. The higher the interception time means the
higher the possibility that the agent can reach the destination with no interception.
Let's consider the example of how to choose the connection node location from
Figure 4-4, and 15.
According to Figure 4-4, there are three possible paths that an agent can choose as a
connection node to reach the destination, in this case agent 2. The first path will lead
the agent to collide with obstacle 2 just before reaching the destination; therefore path
I is not being chosen. The second path is located in interception area of obstacle 2,
which means that obstacle 2 can intercept the link-up line just before he reaches the
destination, therefore this path will not be chosen. However, the third location is
located in interception area of agent 2, so the agent should pick node 3 as a
connection node to the destination.
Once the agent can choose the path, he will consider which point in that path should
be used as a node location. Consider the case when agent 3 holds an item and he
wants to pass it to agent 2. According to Figure 4-5, agent 3 chooses link-up line 3 as
a path, to deliver his item, after he picks the path; he will then pass it through this
path to agent 2. To guarantee that the item will reach agent 2, the node location
should He within the interception area of agent 2. As the item moves though the path,
the item will first enter this area, and any part in this area can be picked as a node
location. However, to reduce the possibility of the item to be intercepted with an
obstacle, the node location should be the longest point to the closest interception area
of all obstacles.
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(Collision free path)
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Figure 4-4. Direct link-up, finding the location of connection point (connection node).
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Figure 4-5. Interception point in direct link-up (the passing path).

Consider the situation when a soccer player wants to pass the ball to his teammate
player. First he has to look for his teammate players and then search for the location
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where he can pass the bat! to his teammate. The player who takes control of the ball
can use direct link-up to search for the passing location. At the same time the
teammate players can also use direct link-up to search for the open area to support the
player with the ball. In this case, instead of moving through the link-up line, the
player with the ball may use link-up line as a path to pass the ball to their teammate
player. The player without the ball can also use the link-up line to locate the collision
free space, so that the player with the ball can pass ball to.

The following is the algorithm of Direct Link-up for each agent to link with his
teammate agents:

Note that T represents teammate agent, IA T represents interception area of teammates,

MP represents the mid point between two obstacles (see section 2.1), LNK represents
a link-up line, 0 represents an obstacle, C represents a collision free area, SP
represents shortest path from obstacle to intercept the linking line, IT represents the
interception time, N represents total number of connection nodes, and DL represents
direct link-up, and ND represents total number of direct link-up. These components
are illustrated in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. According to Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5,
Agent3 wants to make a direct link-up with Agent2.

PHASE 1:
l!Agent3 Search and collect the midpoints between each pair ofobstacle
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NUM ~OBSTACLE= Total number of obstacles that lie between current position and
his teammate's position;

1= O;
.!= O;
K=O;

For (I= O; do while I< NUM _OBSTACLE; I= I+ 1) {
For(./= I+ 1; do while.!< NUM OBSTACLE; J

= J+ 1) {

M [K] =Midpoint between 0 [J] and 0 [J];

K=K+l;
}
}

MAX_ MID_POINT= K; II Maximum number of mid point between 2 obstacles

PHASE 2:
II Agent3 Search for collision free space

MAX_TEAMMATE= maximum number of teammates in his communication range;
For(J= O; do while I< MAX_MID_POINT; I= 1+1) {
For(./ =O; do while./< MAX_TEAMMATE;J=J+l) {

LNK1emp =Linking line from current position through MP[!];
N [J} = O; II Total number of connection node

If (LNKtemp intercept with !AT [J]) {
If (LNKtemp not intercept with any obstacle 0 and teammate 1) {

LNK [I] [N [J]]

= LNKtemp;
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N (JI = N [JI + 1;

}
}

}
}

PHASE 3:
II Calculate interception time of each linking line
For(/= O; do while I< MAX_TEAMMATE; I= J+l) {

ND [l] = O;
For (J= 0; do while J < N [J]; J = J+l) {
IT111 r[Jf =Calculate interception time from current position to /AT[./];

Error= 0;
For(K= O; do while K <NUM_OBSTACLE; K= K+l) {
SPo[JJ =Shortest path from 0 [K] to L;
ITO[KJ = Calculate interception time of 0 [ K] from SP OfKJ;

If (/To[JJ < ITTAT[JJ) {
Error= l;
Break;
}

}

lf (Error equals to 0) {

DL [ND [J]] = LNK [/] [J];
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ND[/]= ND[!]+ I;
}

}
}

4.1.2

Indirect link-up.

The concept of indirect link-up is to find the intersection point of link-up lines in free
space from at least two different agents. This interception point will be used as a
linking node (connection node) location that links two agents together.
The idea of indirect link-up is to search for a collision free space of two or more
agents sharing the same collision free space. Since this space is used to link those
agents together, so the agents will call the node that lies inside this space as a "linking
node". In short, the linking node is the collision free space where the agents can
connect and reach each other through this node. When the agents can locale the
linking node, they are now connected with each other indirectly through this node.
Indirect link-up will use this node to connect the agents in the same workspace. Here
is the procedure of how to create an indirect link-up:

1. For each agent in the system, search for the midpoint between each pair of
obstacles in working area (using MAKLINK graph).

2. Use that midpoint as a direction to locate the paths to destination and paths to
his teammates.
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3. Calculate the interception time of each path, filter out all paths that intercept
with the obstacles and collect only the collision free paths that lead to the
destination or his teammates.
4. For each collision free path, calculate the shortest time of all possible
obstacles that can intercept this path, and then store only the shortest
interception time together with its interception point.
5. Compare the shortest time required for an agent to run across that interception
point with the interception time of the obstacle.
6. Jf the time required for an agent to cross that point is shorter than the
interception time, then mark that path as a collision free path.
7. Collect all collision free paths.
8. For all teammate agents who stay close to each other, search for the
intersection point of their collision free paths that intersect with the collision
free path of their teammate agents.
9. Use that intersection points as a linking node's locations.
10. Recalculate the interception time to make sure that both agents can reach that
node with no interception with any obstacles.

Note that the time that takes for both agents to reach the linking node can be different;
because of this each agent has to know his time interval so that he can manage the
time that takes to reach the linking node and avoid the collision.
Since the agents are connected via the linking node, if one agent wants to contact to
another agent through this node has to send a signal to the agents whom he wants to
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contact with. If his teammate player sends an acknowledgments signal back, then
both of them have to manage to reach that node right on time. If one of them fails to
reach the linking node, then the connection between these two agents has been broken
and the indirect link-up is failed to complete. Now let's consider Figure 4-6, and 4-7

below.
According to Figure 4-6 and 4-7, consider the situation when a soccer player wants to
pass the ball to his teammate. In Figure 4-6, agent 3 holds the ball and wants to pass it
to agent 2 through path number 3 (pass to the linking node number 3 ). However,
agent 3 cannot pass the ball directly to agent 2, because obstacle 2 and 4 are blocking
his way. In this situation agent 3 can only pass the ball to agent 2 using indirect linkup technique, both of them have to search for the linking node. Once they got this
node, the agent with the bal1 will then pass the ball to the linking node location, and
send signal to tell agent 2 to get the ball.
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Figure 4-6. Indirect link-up, finding the linking node.
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Figure 4-7. Interception point in indirect link-up.
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Figure 4-7 shows the possible interception area of agent 3 and the obstacles. In Figure
4-7 agent 3 can find 2 coJlision-free paths which wilJ be used to compute the
congestion and the danger of the paths. In this case, the interception areas of obstacle
I, 2, and 5 cannot intercept the link-up line 3 and A. Therefore, agent 3 can pass the
ball through either link-up line 3 or link-up line A.

The folJowing is the algorithm of Indirect Link-up for each agent to link with his
teammate agents:

Note that T represents teammate agent, TID represents teammate ID that he links
with, NIP represents the mid point between two obstacles (see st.-ction 2.1 ), LNK
represents a link-up line, 0 .represents an obstacle, C represents a comsion free area,
SP represents shortest path from obstacle to intercept the linking line, IT represents

the interception time, N represents total number of connection nodes, LN represents
linking node location, IDL represents indirect link-up, and NID represents total
number of indirect link-up. These components are illustrated in Figure 4-6, and
Figure 4-7. According to Figure 4-6, and Figure 4-7, Agent3 wants to make a direct
link-up with Agent2.

PHASE 1:

//Agent3 Search and collect midpoints between each pair ofobstacle
NUM_OBSTACLE =Total number of obstacles that lie between the current position
and his teammate's positions;
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/=O;

J=O;
K=O;
For (J= O; do while I <NUM_OBSTACLE;J= J+l) {
For(J=/+l;do while.T<NUM_OBSTACLE;J=J+l) {
M [K] = Midpoint between 0 [J] and 0 [J];

K=K+I;
}
}

MAX_MID_POINT = K; II Maximum number ofmid point between 2 obstacles

PHASE 2:
//Collecting his linking lines
MAX_TEAMMATE= maximum number of teammates in his communication range;

N1emp=O;
For(/= O;do while I <MAX_MID_POINT; I= J+l) {

LNKwmp [J] = Linking line from current position through MP [I];

}

PHASE 3:
II CollecJing linking lines ofhis Jeammates
For(J= O;J <MAX_TEAMMATE;/=/+l) {
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NLNK{Tl

[JJ = O;

For (J = O; do while J <MAX_MID_POINT; J = J+ 1) {
LNKw1[/}[./}=Linking line from T [J]'s current position through MP[.!};
[IJ

NLNK{T]

= NLNK[T} [JJ + 1;

}
}

PHASE 4:
II Search for linking node location
For (I= O; do while I< MAX_TEAfvtMATE;J = J+l) {
NLN

[I]= O;

For(J=O:dowhileJ<N,,.
,
__ mp_:J=J+l), !,
For(K = 0; do while K

<NLNKfTJ

[J]; K

= K+l) {

If (LNK1emp [J] intercept with LNKrin [/] [J]) {

LN [l] [NLN [l]] =Interception point between LNK1emp [J]
and LNKT[IJ [l] [J};
NLN [/] = NLN

(l] + l;

}

}
}
}

PHASE 5:
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//Calculate interception time ofeach linking line
For(/= O; do while I< MAX_TEAMMATE; I= I+ I) {
NJD [J]

= O;

For (J = O; do while J < NLN [I]]; J= J+l) {

IT1emp = Calculate interception time from current position to LN [i1

[JJ~

Error= O;
For (K = O; do while K < NUM_OBSTACLE; K = K + l) {

SPo[KJ =Shortest path from 0 [K] to LN [IJ

(JJ through LNK1emp [J];

!TofJJ =Calculate interception time of 0 [K] from SPofKJ;

If (!To{J} < IT1emp) {
Error= 1;
Break;

}
}

If (Error equals to 0) {

IT,emp = Calculate interception time from
T [l]'s current position to LN [I] [J];

For(K= O;K<NUM_OBSTACLE;K=K+I) {
SPo[K] =Shortest path from 0 [K] to LN [/] [J]

through LNKT{I] ( lJ (J];
ITo[KJ = Calculate interception time of 0 [K] from SP OfKl;

If (IT1emp < !To[J]) {
Error= 1;
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Break;

}
}

If (Error equals to 0) {

DIL [NID [/]] = LN [I] [J];
TID fN/D [/]] =I; II Teammate Id

NJD [I]= NID [I]+ l;
}

}
}
}

4.1.3

Broken link

The broken link is the state where one agent cannot link with any of his teammate.
At this point, those agents need to get to the position where he can link with his
teammate as soon as possible. However, there are chances for all agents to reach this
state. The broken link can happen on purpose, due to the changing position of agents.
In this case, before one agent about is to enter this state, he has to make sure that the
agents that he is linked with will be safe during the process.
Let's consider the situation where agent A is linked with agent B and agent C.
Suppose that agent B needs to enter the broken link state, he may do that by checking
whether is there any other agent linked with agent A, and in this case it is agent C. So
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before agent B enters this state, he has to send the messages to both agent A and C,
and ask for their permission to enter the broken link state. Once their teammates
receive these messages, agent A will send the messages to ask all agents linked with
.him and then recalculate the interception time to make sure that he will be safe during
this process. If so, he will send an acknowledgment signal to agent B, then agent B
can enter this .state. However1 if.agent A cannot be safe during the process, agent A
will wait for the acknowledgements signal from other agents who have been linked
with (agent C). If any of them sends the acknowledgement signal back to him, agent
A will allow agent B to enter the broken link state.

4.1.4

Planning using LUG

Once the agents connected to his teammate agents, all linking lines of all agents that
linked together wm be considered availabJe paths toward his destination. Connection
nodes will be considered as a gateway from one path to other paths in working area.
Thus to make the plan is simply selecting a set of connection nodes that linked
together to destination. This is how LUG can be considered as a plan for agents.
Planning with .LUG can be categorized into 2 main categories which are "Moving

Plan" and "Supporting Plan".
When an agent cannot move toward his destination any further, at this point he wiU
consider himself to be in a critical state. Therefore, he will consider switching his
path instantly by constructing a moving plan. Most of the time the agent who uses
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moving plan will not support his teammate agents, in fuct he will just search for the
new plan to reach his destination and get out of the critical state.
Here is the algorithm for each agent to construct a passing plan with LUG:

Note that ML represents passing location, DL represents all direct link-up locations,
and IDL represents all indirect link-up locations.

PHASE 1:
II Moving Plan
If (Can move to destination) then Move to Destination;
Else If (Can change his path using direct link-up indirect link-up) {

ML = Choose a moving location from DL and IDL;
Send message to his teammate agents linked with him at l"1L;
Move to ML;
}

The supporting plan is the plan for the agent to move to support his teammate agent.
In order to support his teammate player he will search for the new collision free space
and if possible try to maintain the linking lines with their teammate agents. Mostly
the agent constructs the supporting plan just to move himself closer to the destination,
or to increase the linking level with their teammate agents. It is called a supporting
plan because once they move to the new location, he can increase the supporting level
with their teammates.
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Here is the algorithm for each agent to construct a moving plan with LUG:

Note that SPT represents his teammate agent that he is supporting, T represents his
teammate agents, DES represents his new destination location, DL represents all
direct link-up locations, IDL represents all indirect link-up locations, SP represents
shortest path, and LNK represents linking line.

PHASE 1:
II Supporting Plan
MAX_TEAMMATE= maximum number of teammates in his communication range;

If {Not linking with SP1) {
If (f otal number of DL + Total number of IDL > 0) {

If (Total number of LNK of SPL > 0) {
DES= Location oflinking node or connection node of SPL
that is closest to him;
Move to DES;
}
Else {
.!= O;

SP= MAX_VALUE;
For{J= O; do while J< MAX_TEAMMATE;J =J+l) {

If (T [J] is linking with SP1) {
If {Total number of LNK of T [J) > 0) {
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SP,emp = Shortest path from his current position
to all LNK ofT [JJ;

If (SP < = SP1emp) {

SP= SPtemp;
DES =Location oflinking node or connection node of T [J]
that is closest to him;
J=J+J;
}
}

}

}

If (J > 0) then Move to DES;
Else {

If (Total number of LNKsPL > 0) {

DES;;:;; Location oflinking node or connection node of SPL
that is closest to him;
Move to DES;
}

Else Move To current position of SPL;
}
}

}
Else {
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If (Total number of LNKsPL > 0) {
DES= Location of linking node or connection node of SPL
that is closest to him;
Move to DES;
}

Else Move To current position of SPL;
}
}

Else maintain his current location;

4.2 Passing Plan for Soccer Agents Using Link·up Graph

According to section 4.1.4 a soccer agent who takes control of the ball will apply
"Moving Plan" as a "Passing Plan", and the agents who don't have the ball will apply
"Supporting Plan" as a "Moving Plan" to support the agent with the ball.
This section will concentrate on how to apply LUG to construct the passing plan for
soccer players. In this case the soccer players have to pass the ball through the defensive
area of opponent players to one of their teammates to score goals. Opponent players will
be considered as an obstacle. And the opponent goal is the final destination where the
soccer players want to put the ball into.
To pass the ball, it is not only the player with the ball (passer) who makes a decision but
the receiver also has to move into the open space of the opponent's area, so the player
with the ball can pass the ball to. In the game of soccer, all soccer players in the same
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team have to work together corporately. They need to move as a team in order to get the
ball, to pass the ball, and to score goals.
To keep them work together, this thesis proposes LUG algorithm as a distributed
planning to control all soccer agents to help each other and carry out their goal. With
LUG, the soccer players can connect to each other via the link-up lines, and to maintain
the connection of these lines, all soccer players have to move together as a team.
Therefore with LUG, it could help the agent maintain their cooperative level, support
each other and carry out their work. The plan using LUG can be divided into two main
plans, which are the moving plan and the passing plan. The moving plan includes the
plan that moves the teammate players to support the player with the ball, and the plan that
moves the soccer players in order to get the ball (zone press). Nonnally the moving plan
will apply to the player with out ball. The passing plan is the plan for the soccer with the
ball to choose about whom to pass the ball to. Shooting is also considered as one of the
passing methods, the idea is just passing the ball into the opponent goal area.
Moving plan and passing plan are both applied link-up line technique; by considering the
link-up lines as a path to move or to pass the ball. As mentioned before the moving plan
nonnally is the plan for those who don't have the ball. However, in the situation when the
player with the ball cannot pass the ball to any of his teammate, he can also use direct
link-up to locate the collision free space so that he can drib the ball toward his destination
and avoid the interception. The moving plan with LUG will be used to move the player
without the ball to support his teammate player who takes control of the ball. To do that,
he can use both direct link-up and indirect link-up. He may consider the path where he
can support his teammate and at the same time aiming for the goal. Note that if the soccer
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player is connected using indirect link-up, he may move to the linking node in onler to
change the connection into direct link-up.
The passing plan is the agreement between player with the ball and player without the
ball, where the passer has to select the most suitable teammate player to pick up the
passing ball. Direct link-up will be applied to use when the player passes the ball directly
to his teammate (direct pass) where indirect link-up will be used when he wants to break
the defensive line defend (through pass). Both direct and indirect link-up have their own
advantages, direct link-up can be more reliable but indirect link-up can be more efficient
since they can pass and run at the same time. Passing plan can also be used to score goals,
by just passing the ball into the opponent goal's area by computing the intercept time of
the opponent's goal keeper.
With LUG algorithm, during the game each soccer player has to search for his own direct
and indirect link-up, then compile them together to create a map and form his plan in
real-time. To minimize the thinking time and avoid the congestion between the players in
the same team, he may create the plans by linking only with their teammate players who
stay close to him. The player with the ball will be the one who controls the flow of the
game and controls the moving direction of the team. This is because when he moves, the
whole team needs to change their position in order to support this player. Since the player
with the ball has to move toward his destination, therefore his main task is to concentrate
on the passing plan, and avoid the interception. So it is the duty of the rest of the team to
search for the moving plan and move to support the player with the ball. In case the
player without the ball cannot connect to the player with the ball, he may consider to
support the one who can connect to the have ball player. However, the first priority is to
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support the player with the ball, but if the soccer player loses the link to any of their
teammate, they have to find the way to connect to their teammate as soon as possible.
By applying LUG algorithm, it will link the whole team up as a nest of plans and spread
through out the soccer players in the same team. So all of them will concentrate only on
their plan, but the responsibility to maintain the link between their teammates will keep
them together and work corporately.
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Figure 4-8. Passing Plan.
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According to Figm'e 4-8, player 3 takes control of the ball, player 2, and 4 are supporting
player 3using direct link-up, wheoo player 5, and 7 using indirect link-up. As player 3
moves forward· player number 2, 4, 5, and 7 have to find the new location to support
player 3.
Player number l, 5 and 6 cannot find the collision free space to support player 3. At this
point these players will then try to find the location so that they can move to support the
players that support player 3 in this case they try to support player 2 and 5.
Using direct link-up and indirect link-up graphs, player 3 knows that if he reaches the
critical state or in the situation where he cannot move toward his destination any further,
he can pass the ball to player 2, 4, 5, and 7. Once player 3 has passed the ball, he has to
move to support the player who can receive the ball. Now suppose player number 2
receives the ball from player 3, at that moment player 1 and 6 are already in the position
where he can support player 2.
With Link-up graphs the soccer players can create and adapt the moving and passing plan
in real time.
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CHAPTERS
LUG-2001 ROBOTIC SOCCER TEAM

LUG-2001 is the robotic soccer team that applies Link up graph technique to create the
8

passing plan. The main architecture ofLUG-2001 includes:
•

Decision-making of soccer player with the ball.

•

Real time passes planning.

S.l Decision Making of Soccer Player with the Ball

The decision making of soccer player who takes control of the ball is very important,
because the action that he selects at this state will affect the team performance.
The agent with the ball will consider the following fuctors to make the decision:

•

Can-Shoot: Indicate whether the player can shoot.

•

Can-Pass (k): Indicate whether the player with the ball can pass to his
teammate k.

•

Can-Drib-To (x): No opponent player is nearby point x.

•

Opponent-Distance (k): The distance to opponent k.

•

Teammate-Distance (k): The distance to teammate k.

•

Is-In-Crossing-Area: Indicate whether the soccer player has entered the
crossing area.

•

Is-In-Our-Penalty: Whether the player has entered his penalty area.
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Is-In-Opponeat-Penalty: W-hether the player has entered the opponent
penalty area.

•

Congestion (k): Congestion of teammate player.

•

Opponent-In-Near-Sensor: Whether the opponent players have entered the
near sensor.

•

Opponent-In-Far-Sensor: Whether the opponent players have entered the far
sensor.

•

Opponent-In-Cone-Sensor: Whether the opponent players have entered the
cone sensor. (Cone sensor is used to detect the opponent in front of the soccer
player)

Cone Sensor

Far Sensor

I

\

Soccer
Player

Figure 5-1. Player sensor.
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Near Sensor

The following is the main decision-making process of s.oeur player with the hall.
Note that to select the ball receiver for each pass, 1he soccer player will consider the
congestion of the receiver together with the location he is in (Opponent penalty area).
Each pass will consider the players those stay up front first.

•

If in opponent penalty area then:
o

lfin the shooting range and Can-Shoot: shoot

o lfopponent in near sensor or cone sensor and can pass (r): pass to r

•

If in crossing area then:
o If can pass {r): pass to r
o If able to drib to opponent goal: drib to opponent goal

•

If can shoot: shoot

•

If opponent in far sensor:
o If closet opponent in clone sensor or near sensor and can pass (r): pass
tor
o Running to collision free node (avoid the collision) toward his
destination

•

Run toward opponent goal
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S.l

Real Time Pass Planning: The Decision Making of Soccer Player without
the Ball

The decision-making of player with the ball is important as described in section 5.1,
however, the decision-making of player without the ball could be even more crucial
since the player without the ball has to evaluate the situation and adapt himself to the
unpredictable situation.
As described in section 4.2, the soccer player without the ball has to locate the
collision free path and space so that he can move to support the player with the ball.
Every move from every soccer player will affect the passing plans since the surround
environment has been changed. The soccer agents also have to adapt their positions to
react to the changing environment.
Here is the roughly sketched of the decision-making process of player with out ball in
each game cycle:

•

Locate the midpoints between 2 opponent players and use the point to draw
the collision free path

•

Search for the path that can connect himself to the player with the ball using
direct link-up technique

•

If there exists the midpoint that leads to the player with the ball, then calculate
the interception time so that he would be the quickest player to get the ball

•

If the player can link directly to the player with the ball, try to move so that he
can maintain this connection
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•

If the player eann&t-ereate direct link-up, then search for the linking node for
indirect link-up technique

•

Calculate the intereeption time for indirect link-up (see 4.13)

•

If the player can link with the player with the ball, then move to the linking
node. Once he can reach that linking node, he is now link directly with the
player with the ball (direct link-up)

•

If there is no link between himself and the player with the ball, then search fur
the players who can link with the player with the ball, and the try to connect to
these players using direct or indirect link-up

•

If the player cannot link with any teammate player, then move toward his
destination

The above are the rules and procedure for without ball players. With these rules, if the
players can link together with their teammate players, the linking graph will be
created and used as a passing plan.
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CHAPTER6
EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

Experiment 1

To evaluate the perfonnance of pass planning using link-up graph, the experiment has
been conducted by simulating the two soccer teams that are ATT-CMUnited-2000
{see section 2.3), and LUG-2001 {see section 5). This experiment will compare the
passing techniques between these two teams where both of them will share the same
defending, and shooting strategy.

The rules of this experiment will follow soccer manager as described in section 3.2,
however there are some minor rules which have been set just to test the experiment.
1. Change side and restart the game every time when one team can score goal.
2. If the agent pass the ball and it goes out of the field, the game will be restarted,
and the team that make the ball go out of the field will be recorded as they fail to
pass.
3. The agent can not kick the ball into the air, which means that when the agent
passing or shooting, the ball cannot travel in the air.

This experiment will concentrate on the following factors:
1. How many times the soccer players in the same team can complete their passing
without interception.
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2. How many times the soccer players in the same team fail to pass the ball to their
teammate players.
3. How many percent they complete their passing.
4. How many times the team score.

The purpose of this experiment is not only to let the soccer players pass the ball, but they
also have to pass the ball so that one of them can score goal. Because of this will force,
the soccer players move the ball toward the opponent goal area.

Result of Experiment 1

Team '\anw

Pa""

Pass Fail

Percent

Interception

Score

Su cress

S11t'l'l'''

'

ATI-CMUnited-

4714

4354

51.985

8768

398

26844

3154

89.490

7974

939

2000
LUG-2001

Table 6-1. Result of experiment 1.
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Experiment 2

This experiment will compare the result between 2 teams which are: LUG-2001 and
LUG-2001-A. Both teams are using exactly the same thinking engines; the only
difference is LUG-2001 will apply Link-up graph technique when they pass the ball,
where LUG-2001-A will not use Link-up graph technique.

Result of Experiment 2

Tl'alll '\anw

Pass

Pass Fail

Surn•ss

Percent

!

Interception : Score

Surress

I

LUG-2001

24807

2564

90.632

6034

1002

LUG-2001-A

14730

4564

76.345

6860

572

Table 6-2. Result ofexperiment 2.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

The contribution of this thesis is to construct the plans for multi agents system using
Link-up graph (LUG). The concept of LUG is to setup the plans that link the agents to
work together as a team. All of them have to maintain the links with their teammates and
at the same time try to complete their tasks.
The working area of LUG can be changed in real time, and because of this there are
situations where the agents have to make a critical decision. In multi agents system, one
decision can affect the whole team performance; therefore they have to make an
arrangement of what should be the first to be completed by giving priority to their works.
The agents must do this by considering team performance and their assigned duty as the
main factors. In short they have to choose to perform an action best for themselves and
the team.

In LUG, all agents have to create the plan for themselves, and then they will make an
agreement about the linking node locations. When they have received the linking node
locations, they will start linking their plans together. Since all agents have the plan of
their own, once some part of the environment has changed; the agent in that area will
observe this and will adapt their plans. Because of this, the plans using LUG will be
flexible enough to change in real time.
According to the experiment I LUG-2001 performs passing more frequently and
successfully compared to ATT-CMUnited-2000. From the result of experiments 1, Linkup graph technique can increase the chance for one agent to pass the ball to his teammate
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player and also increase the percent of the pass success. The passing stat between ATT CMUnited-2000 and LUG-2001 are highly different in the number of pass and the
percent of success. From the simulation the agent using LUG can drive the ball toward
opponent goal more frequently, and that is why LUG-2001 can score more goals.
In experiment 2, both teams are exactly the same; however LUG-2001 will apply LUG
when the agent passes the ball where LUG-2001-A will not use LUG. The result of this
experiment has proved that LUG technique can increase the number of pass and also
improve the percent of pass completed.
However a weak point of LUG technique occurs when the agent with the ball often loses
the ball when he moves towatd the sideline, the base line or the comer of the field. This is
because at that area the soccer agent cannot move out of the field boundary, so there will
be a chance when the teammate players cannot support the players with the ball in that
area.
The concept of link-up graph can be applied to use in constructing a defensive plan,
where the soccer agents use the midpoint between the opponent players as an blocking
point so the player cannot pass the ball to their teammate players. The defensive plan can
be linked together by using direct link-up and indirect link-up to press the area of the
player who takes control of the ball.
For further work, LUG can be applied to use in robot navigator system. . In some
workspace it is difficult for the robots to communicate globally. so most of the time they
have to communicate locally. With local communication some robots may cause the
collision, and deadlock when they want to access a public resource. This competition is a
big problem in a decentralized system.
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Since LUG has a mechanism to deal with the change of the environment, and at the same
time avoids the competition between robots in the same team, LUG could help the mobile
robots to move corporately and explore the dynamic environment. One important feature
of LUG is that. it can be used to distribute multi-agents system, this means that if one
robot in the system is broken or cannot complete his work on time, the others can be
replaced and carry out the work.
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